by Christopher Fellows and Patrick Theato F or as long as the Polymer Division of IUPAC has existed , it has put a high priority on ed ucation. In 1996, it first supported a d ed icated ed ucational project in the form of the UNESCO/ IUPAC Postgraduate Course in Polymer Science, which continues to be organised annually by the Institute of Macromolecular Science in the Czech Republic and supported by the Polymer Division. In 2005, the Division IV Subcommittee on Polymer Ed ucation (SPEd) was established "to bring existing educational activities und er one roof, to emphasise the importance of polymer education as well as the dedication of the IUPAC Polymer Division to this important field" [1] . Since then, ed ucational projects have been the focus of this subcommittee. It has provided a forum for exchange of practice in polymer ed ucation world wid e, supported workshops in polymer science for und ergraduates and postgrad uate stud ents on most continents, d eveloped its own educational resources for free d istribution to the world , and provid ed a website linking to other groups active in polymer education and other education resources. These are questions that do not really have a good answer. The answer will depend on the chemist, or the person, their individual situation and what goal they are trying to accomplish at a given time.
A second ary school stud ent will require different information than an employee of a company wanting to source a product for a food processing application, who will in turn require different information from a government officia investigating an incid ent caused by materials failure or a biomedical researcher seeking an appropriate substrate for a therapeutic biomolecule. Within chemistry, there is no consensus on what content is essential for a chemist to know -this is frequently driven by which industries are important locally and which research specialties have historically been important.
Polymers are often one of the fir t topics to be omitted from a chemistry program, sitting as they do on the margins of physics and engineering, relatively far from the core topics of chemistry.
So, leaving behind the difficult question of what people ought to know about polymers, we will move on to an easier one: assuming someone wants to know something about polymers: Which source should they refer to when they need to know about polymers?
The correct answer to this question is almost always: "IUPAC's Compend ium of Polymer Terminology and Nomenclature" [2] (i.e., the 'Purple Book'). This compend ium of d efinitions has been subjected to many iterations of exhaustive d iscussion and contains the definiti e, internationally agreed-upon explanations of the many terms that lurk in wait to confuse newcomers to polymer science. Now available with a purple title page and free to the world on the internet, it is as far as possible comprehensive, accurate, and usable. While it might not answer all of your questions, the Purple Book will almost certainly give a solid start to your quest for polymer knowled ge and provid e you with the correct search terms to help you find the answer to the question you really want to answer, whatever it may be. The next question that should be asked is: In practice, what source d oes someone typically refer to when they need to know about polymers?
While around the world there are many sources of information of differing d egrees of accessibility and quality, the answer to this question is, more and more, "Wikiped ia." There is nothing wrong with this, because Wikiped ia is a fantastic place to begin your search for information on just about anything. In recognition of the shift in the behaviour of learners world wid e, who seek help fir t from a few pervasive online resources, SPEd has, over the past several years, sought out every opportunity to incorporate Purple Book d efinitions into polymer-related Wikiped ia articles. There is no point in providing beautifully curated up-to-date and accurate information in a place where no one will read it, so SPEd has sought to go where the learners are. This is not a project where IUPAC editors ride roughshod over other Wikiped ia ed itors -an unhappy possibility that is impossible at any rate -but one that id eally results in a negotiated outcome, where the IUPAC definitions are clearly brand ed and prominently d isplayed as
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Cover image by Stefan Wunderlich. The root-mean-square end-to-end distance and corresponding vector for an oligomeric hydrocarbon chain against a background of a melt-crystallized polyamide. The IUPAC system of polymer nomenclature has aided the generation of unambiguous names that re ect the historical development of chemistry. However, the explosion in the circulation of information and the globalization of human activities mean that it is now necessary to have a common language for use in legal situations, patents, export-import regulations, and environmental health and safety information. Rather than recommending a 'unique name' for each structure, rules have been developed for assigning 'preferred IUPAC names' , while continuing to allow alternatives in order to preserve the diversity and adaptability of nomenclature.
Compendium of Polymer Terminology and
Nomenclature is the only publication to collect the most important work on this subject into a single volume. It serves as a handy compendium for scientists and removes the need for time consuming literature searches. One of a series issued by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), it covers the terminology used in many and varied aspects of polymer science as well as the nomenclature of several di erent types of polymer including regular and irregular single-strand organic polymers, copolymers and regular double-strand (ladder and spiro) organic polymers. In order to go where the learners are, it is also becoming more and more important to move beyond the trad itional stronghold s of chemistry and polymer chemistry in North America, Western Europe, and Northeast Asia. An ever-increasing fraction of the world's chemists and the world's polymer industry is located in developing nations, as advances in knowledge and its application have lifted billions out of poverty. Linking polymer science and education closely to the needs of local industry is critical to spanning the 'middle income gap', in which nations escape absolute poverty but fail to achieve d eveloped status [3] . As synthetic polymers have become a more important part of material culture around the world, it has also become a priority that they be part of a typical student's primary and secondary education:
"During the last 30 years the worl d 's materials aroun d us have change d … to new materials ... Emphasis is on polymers, ad vanced materials for the electronic and med ical industries and novel ceramics, amongst others. Yet, a school leaver often d oesn't know … what a plastic bag is and how to recycle it.
There is an urgent need to address the improved teaching of materials (and polymer) science, especially in Africa. We are of the opinion that new courses could do much to improve science teaching in Africa and make the matric stud ent much more conscious of materials around him/her." [4] Fortunately, the omnipresence of the internet and mobile devices to access it means that it has never been easier to reach out to learners worldwide, at all levels. A core belief of SPEd is that educational materials should be freely available for all users anywhere in the world, not quarantined behind university fi rewalls for the exclusive use of fee-paying students. The website of the SPEd, https://iupac.org/polymer-edu/, provides links to the polymer education resources developed under the auspices of the IUPAC Polymer Division. For example, 'A Brief Guid e to Polymer Nomenclature' [5] carefully picks enough detail out of the Purple Book to answer most everyday questions about naming polymers. The ed ucational materials d eveloped for the postgrad uate courses held around the world und er SPEd auspices -whether in Prague, Stellenbosch, or Kathmand uare also available online. There is still much work to be Wikipedia Screenshot, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macromolecule, accessed 15 September 2017 done to raise awareness of IUPAC's polymer education resources and improve their usability, but it has never been easier to access information. The number one current priority of the SPEd is making existing IUPAC educational resources available on this website.
Since most SPEd members are d rawn from acad emia and spend a great d eal of their time teaching at the tertiary level, it has primarily engaged in educational activities at that level, with relatively few projects to engage secondary school students and the general public. These are areas where we can and should d o more in the future. One event where SPEd did engage with the general public was held at the time of the International Year of Chemistry (2011) [10] The SPEd session at Macro 2014 also considered common pitfalls in tertiary polymer education of particular relevance to d eveloping countries. Frequently, there is an emphasis on the relation between synthesis and structure, while the all-important links between structure and macroscopic properties which are critical for the application of polymers are neglected. The habit of thinking in 'disconnected mental boxes' must be broken down so that students can better integrate what they learn in separate chemistry, physics, and engineering units to obtain a useful mental mod el they can apply when they are faced with challenges involving polymers in the workforce [3] .
Reviews of the state of tertiary polymer education at the time in a number of countries -Zimbabwe, Vietnam, Thailand , Tanzania, South Africa, Nigeria, New Zealand, Malaysia, Korea, Japan, Germany, China, Brazil, Australia -were also presented at Macro 2014 [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . These reports together give a valuable benchmark for assessing global trends. It will be important to revisit these same countries in another d ecad e or so to assess where polymer ed ucation is moving. Significantl , similar challenges and opportunities exist all over the world: polymer education is on the fringe of most secondary and tertiary degree programs and lack of general knowledge of polymers is widespread among decision makers and the public at large, while at the same time polymer education is fund amental to the operation of ind ustries of enormous scale and importance.
In summary, IUPAC can play a significant role in polymer education worldwide and has many members who are passionately committed to this goal. Within IUPAC, these efforts are localised most strongly in SPEd, which strives to be the central source of information for polymer education resources. Yet, as a project run solely by the voluntary work of polymer scientists worldwide, progress is never as rapid as we would like, and SPEd welcomes support from anyone who is interested in contributing to our work. Please feel free to drop in on our next full face-to-face meeting at Macro 2018 in Cairns, Australia!
